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1. INTRODUCTION 
The well-known Bernstein polynomials are given by 
It was shown by H. Berens and G. G. Lorentz [l] that 1 B,(f, x) - f(x)1 < 
M(x(I - x)/n)“f2 if and only iff E Lip* (Y, i.e., if and only if/j dh2fl/ctls,l-nl = 
II f(x + h) - 2f(n) + f(x - h)llCth,l--h~ = 0(/z”). The combination of Bern- 
stein polynomials given by 
(2’ - 1) &(f, r, x) = 2rBz,(f, r - I, x) - B,(f, r - 1, x), 
&Cf, 0, xl = &(f, 4. 
(1.2) 
was introduced by P. L. Butzer [2] who showed that for smooth functions 
B,(f, k, x) ~ f(x) tends to zero faster than B,Cf, X) - f(x). In [3] the local 
saturation of &(j, k, X) - f(x) was investigated. C. P. May [5] found a local 
inverse theorem for B,(f, k, x) -f(x) (’ m ac , a more general combination f t 
was treated). These results related /j B,(f, k, .) - f(.)ljc[a,al to smoothness in 
(ar, /3) where [01, p] C (a, b) and [a, b] C (0, 1). Since [3] and [5] have appeared 
some mathematicians expressed interest in the corresponding global result. 
In this paper we shall overcome the difficulty caused by the singularity at 0 
and 1, and obtain such a result. We shall use the technique of space inter- 
polation and characterize in Section 5 the intermediate space in an elementary 
way (that is, using smoothness rather than interpolation between spaces). 
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2. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we shall state the main result of the paper. We shall also 
analyze what inequalities are needed for the proof which will be completed 
in later sections. 
Let us denote iifil = SU~,,~~~~ I f(x>l, llfll2T = ~~PO<ZCl I P”(4 xv - 4’1 
and A,, = {f: jjfllzr < cc and f@‘-‘) (x) E AC locally} (f(27-1) being abso- 
lutely continuous locally so that J5f(2r)(~) du = fc2’-l’(x)). The Peetre K 
functional is given by 
(2-l) 
The intermediate space (C, A2JB for some 0 < p < 2r is the collection 
of allffor which the norm SUP~>~ t-6K(t2r, f) is finite. One can easily see that 
it is equivalent to use Kl(t2’,f) = infgEA 
instead of K(t2’,f). 
,,(llf- g II + t”‘(ll g II + II g Il2rN 
THEOREM 2.1. For fs CIO, 11, B,(f, r - I, x) given by (1.2) and 0 < 
/3 < 2r the following are equivalent: 
(A) I/ B,cf, r - I, x) - f(x)11 = O(n-8/2), n + co; 
09 f E CC, A2& ; 
((3 SUPhT<%<l--hr I(1 - x)~/” h-Bd:f(x)l < M where 
f(x + h/2) - f(x - h/2). 
4&f(X) = 
THEOREM 2.2. In Theorem 2.1, (A) can be replaced by 
where 
!I &df, 4 - fWll = QWB12), n-+co 
satisfies : 
(a) n = no < ni < 4-I < Kn (K independent of n); 
(b) C,‘r,’ 1 C,(n)/ < C (C independent of n); 
(c) Ci1: Cd(n) = 1; and 
(d) CFr,’ Ci(n)(l/ncp) = 0, p = I, 2 ,..., r - 1. 
Remark 2.1. It is obvious that B,(f, r - 1, x) is a special case of Bntr)(S, x) 
with C,(n) = Ci and ni = 2%. The combinations treated by C. P. May [5] 
are also a special case. However, we do not see much advantage in the 
generalization of Theorem 2.1 in Theorem 2.2 as it yields no new idea but is 
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just an observation of what is used. We will simply mention, while proving 
Theorem 2.1, when (a)-(d) may replace special properties of B,(S, r - 1, x). 
Remark 2.2. For r = 1 the equivalence of (A) and (B) as well as (B) 
implies (C) was shown by Berens and Lorentz [I]. However, (C) implies (B) 
was not shown there and is new even for r = I. 
Remark 2.3. Since the result displayed most prominantly in Berens and 
Lorentz’ paper is / B,(f, X) - f(x)1 < M(x(1 - x)/n)@ if and only if 
fE Lip* 01, 0 < 01 < 2, one would expect I B,(S, r - 1, x) - f(x)/ < 
M(x(1 - x)/n)“/” if and only if suprh<z<l--rh / drf(x)I < M/P for 0 < a: < 2r. 
This result is not true since for f(x) = x3 and r = 2 j BJf, 1, x) - f(x)\ N 
x(1 - x)(1 - 2x)/n2 (and one may choose x = l/n and 01 = 4 - E). 
The proof of the equivalence of(B) and (C) has no relation with Bernstein 
polynomials and will be given in Section 5. 
The proof of the implication (B) 3 (A) is of the type usually called direct 
theorem and will be obtained in Section 4. 
To prove that (A) implies (B), a direction usually called the inverse result, 
we write 
K(t”,f) G II ML r - 1, -4 - f(x)11 + t2? I/ B&L r - I, x)II~~. (2.2) 
We recall that (A) yields /I B,(f, r - 1, x) - f(x)11 < M/n6i2 and that (1.2) 
yields B,(f, r - I, x) = &si<r-l CiB2& x) and therefore 
II B,(.fi r - 1, xl 112, < Ml sup /I BZdn(f; x) l12r . (2.3) 
OS%-1 
It is enough to show the following two inequalities: 
and 
II Uf, x)i12, G M2nT llfll (2.4) 
II ML x)/l27 G M, IlfL for f~ A,, , (2.5) 
These combined with (2.2) and (2.3) imply 
K(t27, f) < M4(n-B/2 + t2VzrK(n-p,f)), n 3 no, (2.6) 
which, following Berens and Lorentz’ method, implies K(t2’,f) < M5tE. We 
shall prove (2.4) and (2.5) in Section 3. We may observe that, pending (2.4) 
and (2.5), we proved that 11 xi:; C,(n) Bni(f, x) -f(x)11 < Mln-aj2 with 
I Cl(n)1 ,( M2 and n = no < n, < a** < n,-, < Kn impliesfE (C, A,,), and 
this does not depend on the particular structure of (1.2). It is for the direct 
theorem that we need either (1.2) or a similar combinatorial structure ((c) and 
(d) of Theorem 2.2). 
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3. THE COMPLETION OF THE INVERSE RESULT 
In this section we shall prove (2.4) and (2.5) which together will complete 
the proof of the inverse result. 
LEMMA 3.1. Forf E C[O, I], 
where (3.1) 
ProoJ: See [4, p. 121. (L&~(X) h ere is not the same as in [C] but rather 
as in [4]; it will be used only in this section, so there is no possibility of 
confusion). 
LEMMA 3.2. For P&X) given in (1.1) we have 
i. (n _ Lrn+ 1)” Pdx) d (I!& . 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Proof. Inequality (3.3) follows (3.2) substituting 5 = 1 - x and 
v = n - k. We can write 
Jgo (k Iml,- 
(k + 1) ... (k + 4 
pn.k(x> G $ z. (k rm, )m (n + 1) . . . (n + *) Pn+m.k+m(X) 
LEMMA 3.3. ,Suppose XTftz7)(x) E L,[O, I], and f(2V-1)(~) E A.C.[q /3] for 
all 01, /I, 0 < 01 < /? < 1, where X = x( 1 - x). Then, for m = 1,2 ,..., r - 1, 
I XT-Y-“)(x)1 G ~(mWl12r + llfll). (3.4) 
Proof. It is well known that 
I f’2’-“‘(t) I < Rn(llf(2T) llL,(1/4.3/4) + ‘l.fl/C(1/4.3/4)) < f%wll,, + Il.fll~, 
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since this follows a Kolmogorov-type inequality for an interval. It is enough 
to prove the theorem for x < $ since the proof for x >, f is very similar. 
By induction we have 
< B(m - 1) . K * (llfllzr + IIJ’II) j-“I L *'-m+1 
and therefore 
X’-m l p-n”‘(x)1 < qm - I> K(llfll2, + Ilfll) + I .f’2’-n’w 
which completes the proof. 
We are now in a position to prove (2.5) and (2.4) which will constitute 
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let f E A,, ; then (2.5) is valid, i.e. 
II &cf, x)llzr G K Ilfllzr . 
Proof. For 1 < k 6 n - 2r - 1 and Ali, f(k/n) = f((k + 1)/n) - f(k/n), 
we have 
We will show that fork = 0 (and similarly for k = n - 2 r) I n2’df;,f(0)I < 
Kn’ llfll2r * Using Lemma 3.3 (which will be used later in full generality) to 
justify integration by parts, we have 
+ 5 ( 2r)(+c Sk’” U2r-lfG’r)(U) du 
=(2r- l)!,=, k 0 
We can now write 
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and 
Ji = z&i+1 5 (-I)” (‘,I) /pp’ (X) 
k=l 
where 01~ depends on 1 and i only. We have now 
2r ... (2r - 1) n2r--i 
i! 
5 
2r...(2r-Z) _. . __ I+1 
i! 
n2r 2 ALr z ‘f(z) (,-)I 
1ln 
< Mi zn2’-i sup 
[GIGi-I 
which concludes the proof of j n2’A&f(0)I < Kn’ llfllzr . 
Therefore, using Lemma 3.1, 
n-27 
d KJlfll2r &x0 ((k &jr + ((n - 2r ='I _ k)/n)' pn-2r.k(x) 
which, using Lemma 3.2, implies (2.5). 
LEMMA 3.5. For f 6 C[O, 11, (2.4) is valid, i.e., I/ B,(f, x)lj2,. < An’ /If II. 
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Proof. For x that satisfies min(x, 1 - x) < B/n, using Lemma 3.1, we 
write 
< (x(1 - x)>‘rP2T llfll d n’ . 2’ Ilfll[nx(l - x)1’ 
< r~“2~B~ llj-11 . 
The case B/n < x < 1 - B/n is somewhat more complicated. One can 
write PA,k(x) = ((k - nx)/x(l - x)) P,,k(x). Repeated differentiation shows 
that P$J(x) is a sum of terms of the type 
qz 
.rn 
(x) (k - nx)2r-2z-m nz p, k(x) 
(x(1 - x))2?--1 . 
where I 3 0, m 3 0,2r - 21 - m > 0 and qzJx) is a polynomial in x that 
does not depend on n and k. To complete the proof of the Lemma we have to 
estimate 1 X’BF’)(f, x)1 for B/n < x < 1 - (B/n)(B/n < 4). Since XTBp”)(f, x) 
is the sum of elements of the type 
Z(1, m, n) = ql.Jx) Xz-7nz 2 (k - t~x)~~-~~-~f(~) P&x) for E, m 3 0 
k=O 
and 2r - 21- m > 0, we have to estimate I(& m, n) for B/n < x < I - B/n. 
Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have 
I W, m, n)l < I cd-4 Xz-‘nz llfll(L$o I k - nx 14r-4z-2m Pn.L(x))1’2. 
Recalling the definition of T&x) ([2] and [4]) i.e. 
Tn.,(x) = i (k - W Pn.kW, 
k=O 
we shall show 
/ Tn.2s(x)l < Kn”X” for a < x < 1 - a. 
Using (3.6), we have 
Z(Z, m, n) < KXz-Tnznr-l-“/2XI-1-“/2 llfll 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
< Krf[nx(l - x)1-“/” llfll S K (-&)-“‘” nr llfll . 
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To prove estimate (3.6) we recall [2, p. 561 
Tn.,+,c4 = m-i&) + ~~~n*,-,ca, ~n,oW = 1, ~n,k4 = 0. (3.7) 
Therefore (as can be proved by induction), 
S-l 
and 
Tn,z,(x) = p,W(l - 4))” + c Pi,dX)bX(l - x>Y (3.8) 
i=l 
s-1 
T n,2s+1 = w  - ww(l - XN)" + c ~i.s(X)[~X(l - w-" (3.9 
i=l 
where pi.,(x) and &,,(x) are independent of n. Since nx(l - x) > B/2, 
I T&)l G I Ps I n(x(l - XN” + ( 1:; I Pi,,(x)l(~)i)(nx(l - 4)” 
< K(nx(1 - x))” 
which completes the proof of (3.6) and therefore of Lemma 3.5. 
4. THE DIRECT THEOREM 
The direct part of Theorem 2.1 is the following: 
DIRECT THEOREM. Let f E (C, AOT)B, then II B,(f, r - I, x) - f(x)11 < 
A4p2. 
ProoJ ForfE (C, J&)~ and any t there exist g, E A2? such that Ilf - g, II < 
MIP and t2? II g, jlzr < Mlt6 or II g, /12,. < A41tS-2+. Therefore, recalling 
II &(A r - 1, XIII G M2 II d II, we have 
II &U r - Lx> - fWll 
< II B&f- gt , r - 1, $11 + llf- gt II + II B,(gt , r - 1, x> - sdx)ll 
< (M2 + 1) Mite + II B,(g,, r - Lx> - g4x)ll. 
Choosing t = n-l12, we have only to show 
II B,(+, r - 1, x) - d(x)ll < M,n-‘(II 4 11~ + II + II> for 4 EA2,. 
(4.1) 
Inequality (4.1) is the crucial step in the direct theorem and the only step in 
which the combination (1.2) (or a similar condition) need be considered. 
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One should also note that actually (4.1) is the direct part of the global 
saturation result. 
For A/n < x < 1 - A/n we will use Taylor’s formula around x and write 
&(q4 r - 1,~) - fjK4 
Formulae (3.8) and (3.9) can also be written as 
i (; - *)” Pn.k(X) 
k=O 
= $ (‘4,(x(1 - x))” + A,(x) (x(1 -Hx))r-l + . 
and 
. . 




-24 +(2r)(~) du 
+ -4(x) 
x(1 - x) 
+1 ) 
(4.2) 
+ B2(x) (41 - x))“-l + . . . + qx) 4 - x) 
n ) &-l * 
(4.3) 
To estimate I1 we simply recall 
T-1 
zCd$=O for 1=1,2,...,r-1 (4.4) 
and therefore, using (4.2) and (4.3), many terms are eliminated and we have 
in I1 only terms which are polynomials multiplied by 
(a) Jl( j, 1) = (l/nr+j)(x(l - x))“-’ #zz)(x) for I + j 3 r and 21 > r or 
(b) J2(j, I) = (l/nl+j+l’ (x(1 - x))“-j #2z+1)(x) for I + j + 1 > r and 
21+ 1 > r. 
In case (a) I+ j = r or (b) I+ j + 1 = r, using (3.4) of Lemma (3.3) with 
m = 2r - 21 or m = 2r - 21- 1 respectively, we have the estimate 
I Jkj, I) < K/n’(il 4 ll21. + II C$ II), i = 1, 2. For bigger r (than in (a) or (b)) 
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we note nx(1 - x) > A/2, since we assumed A/n < x < 1 - A/n for this 
part of the proof, and therefore, we may multiply by (2nx(l - x)/A) until 
the denominator is exactly l/nr. 
To estimate Iz for A/n < x < 1 - A/n we write 
= 12(l) + I,(2). 
Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, Lemma 3.2 and (4.2) with A/n < 
x -c 1 - A/n, we have 
12c2) d K 11 d 112r (g pn.k(x)(; - x)4T)1’2 (z; ,,l.,($ ( 1 - ;))-‘jl” 
9 K, II d 112T n-‘X’X-’ G K2 II 4 ll2T n-‘. 
The estimate of I,(l) is similar to that of 1, . 
For min(x, 1 - x) < A/n we use Taylor’s formula around x and write 
X 
s ( 
k;2,. & - u)’ c$(~+~)(u) du 
= I, + I2 . 
Using (4.2) and (4.3), we observe that for II , since I = 0, I,..., r - 1, the 
coefficients of d(“)(x) are polynomials multiplied by I/nj, j < r - 1, and 
therefore, using (4.4), 1, = 0. Using Lemma 3.3, we have 
I W(r+lY$I d K(ll d II27 + II 4 III 
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and since for A < 1/2”+r, min(x, 1 - x) < j x - k/2in /, we have 
I I2 I G K(Il d ll2r + II d II> z I Ci I z. ( & - x 1’ pzin,k(x) 
287 
< KC(ll 4 ll2r + II 4 II> y I G I$ / -& - x IZT PlllJ4y. 
i=O k=O 
The condition min(x, 1 - x) < A/n implies A/nx(l - x) > 1, and 
multiplying by (A/nx( 1 - x))” wherever (x( 1 - x))” appears in (4.2) for I = r, 
we have ) cif I&/2%) - x jzT Pz+&x)j < Kiln”’ and therefore I, < 
Mll d ll2r + II d Ilwf). 
5. THE ELEMENTARY DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERPOLATION SPACE 
In this section we shall prove the equivalence of (C) and (A) or (B) of 
Theorem 2.1 which will complete the proof of that theorem. Since the result 
is independent of 
it separately by: 
THEOREM 5.1. 
sup dl~X<I--rh 
the Bernstein polynomial approximation, we will summarize 
For f E C[O, l] the conditions 
(where X = x(1 - x) and df(x) =f(x + i) -f (x - 4)) (5.1) 
and f E (C, A,,), are equivalent. 
Recall that AZ,. = {f:f(2+1) E A.C. locally in (0, I) and / X’f@‘)(x)I < M} 
and that for f E (C, A,,), there exists n/r, such that for every t there exists 
g, E A,, satisfying 
llf - g, II + P II g, l/27 < MP or llf - g, II < Mlt6 and II g, IL. < MIPzr. 
Therefore, 
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Choosing t = h * X-li2, it is clear that we can complete the proof that 
f E (C, A,& satisfies (5.1) if we can show for all g, E A,, 
/ dFg,(x)I < Kh2rX-’ I/ g, 112, where K is independent of 
h < &, X and g, . (5.2) 
To prove (5.2) we use the integral form of Taylor’s formula 
Using the definition of j/ g, 1/2r, we have 
f 
:,, (u - x + lh)2r-1 j gy”(u)I du d j/ gt 112, ix;,, ” - $ ‘h)27-1 du. 
Forx<$andh<1/4r(andthereforel-->>forx<u,<x+rh) 
and I > 0 we have 
I = h,, I x - Ih - u /2~-l U-’ du < 47 jz;,, j x - Ih - u 127-l u-p du 




/ x - Zh - u IT-l du, G- jz;-lh I x - Ih - u lzr-l dj 
< 4’ min (lh)2Tj . 
Using the estimate (l/r)(Zh)” and (i/(x - /h)“j( 1/2r)(lh)2f for x < (r + 1)h 
and x > (r + 1)h respectively, we have 
and 
1 (lh)2T 
I ’ 4’ 5 (x - Ih)’ 
For I < 0 the estimate is somewhat simpler and for x > Q a similar estimate 
holds. 
To prove that (5.1) implies f E (C, A21.)B we have to construct g, such that 
[If- g, j] < MIts and II g, l/z7 < MIt~-2r. Let #(x) be a C2+(Z) function 
satisfying #(x) = 1 for x 6 a, 4(x) = 0 for x > 2 and $‘(x) < 0. Obviously 
f(x) =f(x) #(x) +f(x)(l - $(x)) = fi(x) +fi(x), and it is enough to find 
g,,t such that /I gi, -fi I/ < (M,/2) t@ and /j gi, j/21. < (MJ2) P?+B. We shall 
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construct g&) in detail, and g,,(x) can be given similarly. Let I&(X) = I,!J(~~x). 
We can now write 
1-l 
.flw ==f(x) 1crw = c f(x) #kWU - ~k+ltxN +.fw A(4 (5.3) 
k=O 
because supp +I;+l(x) C {x: &(x) = I]. 
Define for h 3 0 
.&(x) = (-$))” Joa”’ **- Joa’2r g [y)(-lf’+lf(x + j(u, + .I. + u,,)) 
x du, .-- du,, . (5.4) 
Using (5.1) for x < 2 and h < 1/16r (and therefore 1 - (x + 2rh) > Q), 
(5.5) 
Moreover 
I .f~2%)l = l(c)" gl (:')(--1)"' d$,2,f(~ + +jh)\ 
G (,"-)" Fl (7) (xy;;,2 6 wi-2T (x +f;,2)“,2 
< M,h-2* min 
c 
--j& , hs!z) . 
We define for t < 1/16r and 1 such that 2-r-l < t < 2-z 
l-l 
g,,,(x) = c &.,-kc4 1cl,W(l - I,+,) +.I;.&) 9w (5.7) k=O 
For every x at most two terms in (5.3) and (5.7) are different from 0. In 
fact for 4-n-1 < x < 3 * 4-+l, m < 1 both ~+G~(x)(l - $m+l(x)) = $J~(x) and 
#m-1(x)(1 - J&(X)) = 1 - &(x) may be different from 0 and for 3 .4-“-r < 
x < 4+ and x < 4-l-r (1 - #,(x)) #m-1(x) = 1 and &(x) = 1 respectively, 
and therefore all other terms are equal to 0. 
Combining (5.3), (5.4), (5.5) and (5.7) we have for 4-+l < x < 3 * 4-“-l 
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for 3 * 4++r < x < 4-” \ \ 
and for x < 4-z-1 
I g,,(x) -fi(x)l e s2 (t2-y/2 < 3 2-0’2t~ < h&t? 
To estimate II g,,,(x)i127 we recall that t < 1/16r implies that Supp g,,(x) C 
[0, g] and there it is enough to estimate sup j x’gQ(x)l (8%’ < (1 - x)? ,< 1). 
For 3 * 4+-l < x < 4-“, g,,,(x) =ft2++l(x) and, using (5.6), 
I x’g~;‘(x)I = 1 xrs,fm+l(x)l ,< M,(r . 2-7n+yv XT * (t . ;;,;+l)R 
d M,t- 2r+p2r+0 . p2r-8) 4-m r--8/2 4rn(T-tJ/a < M2t-2’+6* ( > 
For x < 4-z-1, g,,,(x) = ft2-z(x) and, using (5.6), we have 
/ x’g;“;‘(x)l < Mx?(t . 2-y (t * 2-9fw < h&4-~ * (2-~2-y’(2--2y 
,< M4(2-z)8 (2--1)-2r < Mgt-2’+E. 
To show this inequality is valid for 4-” < x < 3 .4-” we will first define 
x I”2r . . . ,a1’2r J-yilr . . . jy2’f(x +j@, + . . . + u27) 
+ i(~, + ... + v,,)) x du, ... du,, du, ... du2, . WI 
Inspecting the definition, we observe that 
hl,h2(X) =f;rz,&). (5.9) 
Also we shall show 
LEMMA 5.2. Let g(x) E C2”[xo, l] such that I gt2’)(x)J < M in [x0, I], then 
) (-&)’ f g(x) - gh(x)ll < M * k . h2r-k for x,, < x < ; . 
Proof. We use Taylor’s formula 
g”(x + 7)) = g(k)(x) + Tjg’“+“(x) + .. . + (2p ““‘,“-’ l)! g’2s-l’(x) 
+- (2r - : - I)! I 
Z-h?? 
(x + q - +-k-l g@“‘(u) du I 
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and we can recall that CfL, (“j’)(- l)i( jq)m = 0 for m < 2r which we use for 
m < 2r - k - 1 and therefore, using 
s 
x+n 
z ( x + q - u 12--l j g’2”(u)l du < M& , 
we have 
f KM/P-“‘. 
To prove now / x’gj27’(x)I < A4-2r+k for 4-“-r < x < 3 . 4-” we write 
g,,(x) = f,,-m(x) fJ&> + .&n+lW(1 - Qux)) 
since 1 - +!J~+~(x) = #m-l(x) = 1 for 4-““-l < x < 3 * 4+. We can also 
express g&) by 
g,,(x) = (ftp(X) - ft2-Jyt2-7n+1W) gL&) + ft2-m,t2-“+‘w 
+ (f,,-m+l(4 - f;2-n~,tpn+lw)o - 9(&>, = qt, 4 + z2z(t, 4 
+ Z,(t, 4. 
The estimate of Zj”‘(t, x) is given by 
To estimate Zl(t, x) we recall # E Cz7 and therefore / qP)(x)l < Kl and 
/ #$(x)l < 4mkKl . Using the above and Lemma 5.2, we have 
xr j z;2r)(f, x)l 
= x7 ) $” (‘k’ j vP(“,($y*-k [.ft2-m(x> -ft2-m,,,-m+I(x)l/ 
4mkKiK(t2-“+1)k M2(t2-m)-2’ . (t2-“)O F;TBF 
< L4-nlt-2T+622m~-mktk22m~ 
< Lt-Z’ffl (since tJc < (2~‘)” < 2Pak). 
The estimate of x’ZJ2r)(t, x) is similar. 
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